Agenda
12:00pm – Arrival of discussants, networking
12.25pm - Welcome from Soren Beaulieu, Publisher of Marketing magazine
12:30pm – Round the table participant introductions
12:35pm – Commencement of discussion over lunch
2:30pm – End of lunch and networking

Discussion points

The following points are good indicators of what will be discussed over the luncheon. However, we are not
restricted to these – constructive and spontaneous discussions are welcome.

Harnessing Chaos
1. In today's complex, omni-channel environment, what challenges do you face delivering
seamless and personalised messages across all channels?
2. How are you maximising consumer identity and profile management to deliver real-time
actionable insights?
3. How are you capturing a solid foundation of data to build from, to develop insights which turn
into improved experiences for customers?
4. What data do you hold, and what data do you need to gather from third parties/external
sources?
Creating a Personal Connection
1. Digital marketing makes it easy for companies to deliver tailored communications but often
brands struggle to deliver truly personalised experiences. Your thoughts?
2. In general, how do customers experience these personalised engagements, and how
successful do you think brands are at delivering genuinely valued customer experiences in the
Asia market?
3. Can we leverage a comprehensive view of the customer's brand experience, with a complete
history across all touch points? And what can we do with the data?
4. How successful are organisations these days at managing and orchestrating content as a
single entity across their brands and channels?
Future trends and debunking buzz words
1. In addition to technology that empowers consumers, intelligent systems that will enhance our
lives, and the continued blurring of digital and physical mediums, what other trends are you
looking out for?
2. As a marketer, how are you assessing the impact that new technologies and trends have on
consumer behaviour? How does it manifest itself in your marketing practices?

3. Do you think marketers are sometimes guilty of adopting trends too quickly, and perhaps going
with style over substance? Do we sometimes get distracted with the 'shiniest new toy'?
Focusing on growth and retention
1. You're under pressure to deliver quantifiable competitive advantage to your business by
acquiring valuable clients, while also ensuring their loyalty long term. How are you balancing
both short term and long term strategies?
2. How are you identifying and targeting clients who will be the most valuable to your brand?
3. Are you seeing an uplift in loyalty and a corresponding improvement in ROI in cross selling and
increased client value?
4. How should we be tracking and assessing ROI?

All discussants and highlights of the discussion will be featured in a subsequent print edition of Marketing
Magazine. Of course, all off-the-record, sensitive, and confidential information will not be published.
To have an idea of how you will be featured, here’s a past article for your reference:

